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Abstract 
This work studies the coincidence theory of a pair of maps (f, g) from a complex K into a 
compact manifold of the same dimension. We define an index of a Nielsen coincidence class F 
which lies in some Z-module M(F) (varying with F). Then one can define the Nielsen coincidence 
number which is too weak to estimate ~(f, g). Finally we give a procedure to find a better lower 
bound for p(Jp,g), where this is done for each Nielsen coincidence class. This relies strongly in 
the geometry of the complex K, and we can get different answers for two complexes KI , K2 of 
the same homotopy type. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to develop a coincidence theory for maps from a finite 
complex K into a manifold N, where K and N have the same dimension. This theory 
provides us numbers, related to the problem of finding the minimal number of coincidence 
points in the homotopy class of a pair of maps f, g : K 4 N. It turns out that Nielsen 
theory is too weak in this situation, even though it suffices when K is also a compact 
manifold. 
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In order to facilitate the development of the theory, we will consider the following 
(increasing) families of complexes K, so as to achieve the general result in stages. 
(1) 3i--The family of connected triangulable compact n-dimensional manifolds. 
(2) 32-The family of homogeneous, n-dimensional, n-dimensionally-connected 
complexes such that H”(X, Z) @ Q is either zero or Q. 
(3) 3s---The family of homogeneous, n-dimensional, n-dimensionally-connected 
complexes. 
(4) 34-The family of homogeneous, n-dimensional finite complexes. 
(5) 3s----The family of all finite n-dimensional complexes. 
By homogeneous n-dimensional complex we mean a complex where all the maximal 
simplexes have dimension n. By n-dimensionally-connected complexes, following Def- 
inition 2.3 of [7, p. 911, we mean a complex where every pair of its n-simplexes O’ and 
cr” can be joined by a sequence of n-simplexes ~7’ = 01, a~,. . . , cs = CT”, such that 
every two successive cri and ~i+i have a common (n - I)-face. 
The paper is organized in four sections. 
In Section 1, we discuss Nielsen coincidence theory for maps between orientable 
compact manifolds, its extension to compact manifolds (without orientability hypothe- 
sis), and the approach of Nielsen coincidence theory via obstruction. These are relevant 
preliminaries for the problem we are concerned with. 
In Section 2, for (f, g) : K + N, K E Fs, we define a new “index” (related to 
obstruction theory) of a given Nielsen coincidence class F which lies in some Z-module 
M(F) (varying with F); F is called essential if index F # 0 in M(F). Now, the Nielsen 
number N(f, g), in this more general situation, is the number of essential coincidence 
classes and it satisfies N(f, g) < ~(f, g), where p(f:g) is the minimum number of 
coincidence points of (f’,g’), where f’ and g’ are in the homotopy class of f and g, 
respectively. When K E &, M(F) t urns out to be Z (orientable case) or either Z or 
& (nonorientable case) and ~(f, g) = N(f, g), thus giving an alternative approach to 
the previously known result [8,4] when K E Fl. We also show that the problem of 
computing ~(f, 9) in 35 can be reduced to assuming K E .E+ Finally we decompose 
a complex K E 34 as union of subcomplexes Ki E 33, where the index of a class 
F, splits naturally as an element of the direct sum of some groups defined using the 
complexes K, . 
In Section 3, given (f, g) : K + N, we show how to construct subcomplexes 
K1, . , K,, where Ki E 32, and T = rank H”(K; Z), SO that if (fi, 9%) : Ki + N 
are the restrictions of (f, g) to Ki, ~(f, g) may often be estimated in terms of the 
p(f2, gi). We also show that it is possible to improve the estimate for p(f, g) by taking 
the torsion as well as the rank r into account and by introducing additional subcomplexes 
K,, i>r. 
In Section 4, we discuss some examples. The first two show that the usual Nielsen 
number is not suitable to estimate ~(f, g), even when the target is simply connected; they 
also show that it is not true that our problem depends only on the homotopy type of the 
space K. The last example shows that even for a complex which has the same homotopy 
type of a manifold (in fact, the homotopy type of the two-dimensional sphere S2), the 
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situation is quite different from the case where K is a manifold. We expect to continue 
this work in order to obtain and study in a more systematic way, a suitable Nielsen 
number type for the purpose of estimating ~(f, g). It would be of course desirable to 
have for coincidence a result analogous to the Van Kampen Theorem. 
1. Coincidence Nielsen theory 
Given f : U 4 IF, where U c Et” is an open set, suppose fix(f) is compact. For 
each closed and isolated set F of fixed points, one can define an integer, denoted by 
1(f, U, F), called the local index. The existence of such local index is one of the main 
ingredients in developing a fixed point Nielsen theory. Of course, it is desirable to study 
fixed point theory over the finite complexes. In 1965, A. Dold, see [2] or [3], has 
extended the fixed point index, for maps defined in ENRs, Euclidean neighborhood 
retracts. Over the set fix(f) we can consider the Nielsen relation, i.e., 5 - y if there 
exists X : I 4 X, X(0) = 2, X( 1) = y and X homotopic to f(x) rel{x, y}. The equivalent 
classes {FI,...,&.} are called Nielsen classes. Finally the Nielsen number of f> N(f), 
is defined to be the number of Nielsen classes which have index different from zero. 
N(f) is geometrically relevant because it is a lower bound for the number of fixed points 
of a compact fixed deformation of f. 
In order to define a coincidence Nielsen theory for a family of spaces, we may divide 
the problem into two steps. The first one is to define the coincidence Nielsen classes. The 
second is to have a “suitable” definition of the index of an isolated set F of coincidence 
points, at least in the case when F is a Nielsen class. 
The first step presents no difficulties. Given f,g : X + Y one can consider 
coin(f, g) = {Z E X / f(x) = g(z)} and the usual Nielsen relation. Under very mild 
hypotheses, the set of equivalent classes is finite and each Nielsen class F of coincidence 
points is an isolated subset of coin(f. g). We now go on to the second step, the main 
point in our construction. For a pair f, g : U -+ Iw”, where U is an open set of IL!?’ and 
coin(f, g) is compact, one can define for each closed isolated set F c coin(f, g), a local 
coincidence index 1(f, g, U, F), which is an integer. In [9, Section 61, one defines a local 
index for maps f, g : U + N where U is an open set of a compact orientable manifold 
M, N is a compact orientable manifold of the same dimension as hil. This index satisfies 




(iv) homotopy invariance. 
In principle, it would be nice to extend the usual coincidence Nielsen theory for maps 
among ENRs. Not only the technique used for the fixed point case does not work, but 
recent results indicate that such extension cannot come from a straightforward general- 
ization. Dobrenko and Jezierski [4] discuss maps between two compact manifolds of the 
same dimension, without the assumption of orientability. They have not really considered 
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an extension of the local coincidence theory for this larger family of spaces, but at least 
they have defined for each Nielsen class F of coincidence points an index, in fact, called 
“semi-index”, which can be seen as an element of either Z or & (the cyclic group of 
order 2). The index is an element of & for some Nielsen classes called defective classes, 
and an integer for the others. 
This extended local theory was later studied in a more algebraic way in [5]. Two 
comments here are in order. The first is that the definition of the Nielsen number relies, 
of course, on the definition of index. We end up having a suitable Nielsen number when 
this number is closely related to the problem: How to calculate or estimate Q,g) = 
minft,f, 9/_9 #coin(f’, g’). It turns out so far that it is only relevant to have the notion 
of index for a Nielsen class of coincidence instead of for any isolated closed set F of 
coincidence points. In fact, this is what is done in [4] and [5]. The second is that the 
definition of the index of certain classes is an element of Zz; such kind of index is 
suitable, in the sense that, under very mild conditions, if all Nielsen classes have index 
zero then the pair of maps can be deformed to be coincidence free. 
Regarding the extension of the Nielsen theory to this new situation, we have a notion 
of a local index defined at least for Nielsen classes, but this index is no longer an integer. 
Of course, one cannot expect to have the additivity property, since we have not defined 
the index for any isolated closed set F of coincidence points. The last point about this 
extension is that one should observe the fact that the new index depends not only on 
the set F but also on the domain of the function. To illustrate this, we will provide an 
example. Let us consider the projective plane EJP2 as the disk D c R2 of radius 1 under 
the relation 1~: N --2 for z E 5” c D. Call X c I@'* the open disk of radius $. Let 
f : E-W2 + JRP2 be the map given by: 
f(x) = x2 1 (411x11') if 1 > llzll 3 +. 
This is a well defined map on lRP2. Now let fi be f restricted to X. Let us consider 
the constant map with domain IRP2 or X. In both cases we denote the function by c, 
where C(Z) = 0’. Now one can consider coin(f, c) and coin(fi, c). It is easy to see that 
coin(f, c) = coin(fi, c) = 6. But I(G, (f, c)) IS not equal to I(0, (fi, c)): the first is an 
element of & (in fact, zero), while the second is the integer 2. 
We would like to extend the coincidence theory for a pair of maps f, g : K + N 
from a finite complex K into a manifold N where dim K = dim N. We will look at 
the case where the manifold N is compact. The approach developed by E. Fade11 and 
S. Husseini in [6], via obstruction theory, indicates which kind of algebraic gadget the 
index should be. It turns out that for each Nielsen class, the index is going to be an element 
of an abelian group which depends on the Nielsen class. More precisely, for different 
Nielsen classes we can have different abelian groups. This approach via obstruction is 
quite suitable, in the sense that from there it is clear that if the index of all Nielsen 
classes are zero, the maps can be deformed to be coincidence free. When we extend 
the theory for maps from K into N, one novelty emerges. Given a coincidence Nielsen 
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class, one can no longer expect to deform the maps such that each new Nielsen class 
has only one point, even when K has nice properties like n-dimensionally-connected 
for n, greater than 2. This is a crucial difference of this extended theory, which try 
to estimate this. Finally let me point out that in [6, p. 581, they say “1.12 Remark: 
Much of the content of this paper carries over to the study of coincidences of two maps 
f, 9 : X 4 ill, of a space X into a manifold M.” We have established one modest step 
in this direction. 
2. General geometric and algebraic properties: the _FI case 
Let f, g : K + N be a pair of maps where K is a finite complex of dimension n 
and N is a manifold of the same dimension n. Following [6], we have a cohomology 
class On(f,g) E H”(K,Z[n]) h’ h p w tc re resents the obstruction to deform (f, g) to a 
pair of coincidence free maps. We recall that IP(K, Z[n]) is the nth cohomology group 
of K with local coefficients Z[r] where rr = 7r1 (IV). The action w : XI (K) + Aut(Z[7r]) 
is given by w(0) . Q = sign(f#(0))g#(0)af#(e)-‘. This gives the abelian group Z[n] a 
structure of a iz[~t (K)]-module or, in short, a ~1 (K)-module. 
Let R(f, g) be the set of Reidemeister classes. Let 
where [ct.] E R. By definition of the action one can see that the subgroups A,,] are 
invariants under the action. Let us denote by qa] : YTI (K) + Aut(Ai,)) the action of 
~1 (K) on Ala], provided by the action w. With respect to the above actions we have: 
Proposition 2.1. The Z[7r1(K)]-module Z[ n IS isomorphic to the direct sum of the ] 
Z[7rl (K)]-modules AL,], where the action is given in a natural way by the direct sum of 
the actions W[~I :~1 (K) + Aut(AL,)) and 
Proof. That Z[r] is isomorphic to $ aCR(f,gJ AI+ as abelian group is clear. So the first 
part follows by the definition of the action w. The second part follows from the general 
properties of cohomology with local coefficients. For the main properties of cohomology 
with local coefficients one can consult [ 1 I]. 0 
Now, let F c coin(f, g) be a Nielsen class. This class F corresponds to a Reidemeister 
class which we denote by [a]. 
Now let us consider the cocycle c”(f, g) as defined in [6]. 
Proposition 2.2. The cocycle cn( f, g) is the sum of cocycles CL), where the summand 
CL, is a cocycle of H”(K, Ala]), for [cx] E R(f, g). 
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Proof. By definition of cn(f, g), this cocycle is a sum of multiples of elementary 
cochains, over n-simplexes which contain a coincidence point. Once we divide the co- 
incidence points in Nielsen classes, we have cn (f, g) as a sum of certain cocycles c?~, , 
where c$, corresponds to the part of ?(f, g) which comes from the points of a Nielsen 
class F. All we have to show is that CT&] is in H”(K, A,,]), where [a] is the Reidemeister 
class of the Nielsen class Flal. But Proposition 3.6 of [6] tells us how to relate the local 
system over different points. In fact, the Al c Z[ r over the simplex which contains the ] 
coincidence point 21 corresponds after translation to A[,] c Z[x] over the base point 
and the result follows. 0 
The above result motivates the following definition. 
Definition 2.3. The index of F, denoted by i(F) is p[,] (c”(f, g)) where 
PI,] :Hn(K+l) --j H”(KA[,]) 
is the natural projection. Write M(F) for H”(K, ALES). 
Definition 2.4. F is called essential if i(F) # 0. 
Now let us consider the case 31. We remark that if K is a manifold with boundary, 
then K has the homotopy type of a (n - I)-complex. Therefore H”(K, Z[YT]) E 0 and 
every pair (f> g) can be made coincidence free. So let K be a manifold without boundary. 
Proposition 2.5. i(F) is either an element qf Z or &, 
Proof. The index is an element of fP(K, A,,]) which by duality, see [lo], is isomorphic 
to &(K, Ala]) where the action is given by O(Q) = sign(Q) sign(f#(Q))g,(Q)af#(e)-‘. 
Since Ho is the quotient of A[,] by this action, the result follows. 0 
Theorem 2.6. For f, g : M + N where M and N are manifolds of the same dimension, 
we have NV, g) = ~(f: g). 
Proof. Following [6], given f, g : A4 + N we define a cocycle cn(f, g) which represents 
the obstruction On(f, g) to deform (f, g) to coincidence point free maps. Using the same 
argument as in [6], one can see that this cocycle cn(f, g) is cohomologous to a n-cocycle 
Cn = C Ician: where an% n is the elementary cocycle which evaluated in A; is 1 and zero 
otherwise. Further, the set {A?} contains one and just one n-simplex which intersects 
an essential Nielsen class F for each essential Nielsen class F. The coefficient Ic, lies 
in the Z summand part of the local group. Now we use classical obstruction theory as 
presented in [ 1 I]. Suppose already that (f, g) restricted to the (n - I)-skeleton of M has 
no coincidence point. Then these maps define the cocycle cn(f, g). Since the cocycle 3 
is cohomologous to c?(f) g), we can, by Theorem 5.6 in [ 111, find an extension (f, 9) of 
(f, g) restricted to the (n - 2)-skeleton such that cn(T, 3) = F. Now one extends 7, 3 
over the n-skeleton such that over A; the extended maps f^, j have just one coincidence 
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point in the simplexes which appear in P and otherwise have no coincidence point. So 
the result follows. 0 
The above result has been proved by Schirmer [S] in the orientable case and by 
Dobrenko and Jezierski [4] in the non-orientable case. The above proof not only solves 
both cases at once, but also gives some insight on how to deal with complexes more 
general than a manifold. 
Now we will derive some simple geometric facts relative to the &. 
Given I< E Fs, let K(n) be the smallest complex which contains all n-simplexes of 
K. So K(n) is an homogeneous, n-dimensional complex. 
Proposition 2.7. Given f. g : K + N and i : K (7)) + K the inclusion, let frL, g,rl : 
K(7)) + N he the composite, i.e., fTl = f. i, glr = g. i. Then p(f.g) = p(fi,: gT7). 
Proof. Certainly ~(f,,,g~) < p(f,g). For, take any pair (f’,g’) homotopic to (f,g). 
Then coin(fA:gA) C coin(f’,g’) and #coin(f:,,g:,) < #coin(f’,g’). This implies 
P(fll197L) < P(f) 9). 
Now suppose that (f;, 96) : K ( ) 7z + N is homotopic to (fiL,gn) where fn = flK(,L), 
gTL = glKlrL). We would like to find extensions f’, 9’ of f:,, g:,, respectively, such that 
f - f’. g - g’ and coin(fA, gk) = coin(f’, 9’). If we do this, the result follows. 
Let us consider the diagram: 
N X N - n 
$ 
.fA. s:, : K(74 -----+NxN 
Let us assume first that every point of coin( f: ~ g:,) is inside of some maximal simplex. 
Then the complement in K of the interior of all simplexes of dimension R of K(n) is a 
subcomplex K of dimension less than ‘IZ. Call aK(n) = E n K(n). Let f’, g’ : K + N 
be extensions of .fA, gi, . These extensions exist by the homotopy extension property and 
.f’ - f, 9’ - g. Call f = f’lK, 7j = g’IF The maps T,?j: K + N restricted to aK(n) 
have no coincidence fixed point. Then the obstruction to lift (7,s) relative to aK(71) 
lies in Hi(K, aK(n); 7r-1 (E’)). By a dimension argument, all these groups vanish. So 
we get globally defined functions f^, $ : K + N such that coin(f^, jr) = coin(fA, gh). 
Finally, suppose that the coincidence points of (f:,, g:,) are not necessarily in the 
interior of a maximal simplex. Let us consider the extreme case where the point .I’ E 
coin(f:,,gi,) belongs to the interior of a (71~ - 2)-simplex o and take A.-’ a (n - I)- 
simplex of K which is not in K(n) and has a: as a face. Now we will extend the function 
.f’> .9’ to a closed neighborhood D;-’ of :I‘ in A”P’, without introducing additional 
coincidence points. See Fig. 1. 
Let W be the neighborhood of N in A’l-’ as shown in the picture. There is an 
obvious retraction 7’ : I/t’ + DT-’ U (Y. So if we can extend (f:, ! giL) over Dy-‘, then 
by composing with r’ we have extensions where the coincidence point x is now in the 
interior. Then we can apply the same argument as in the first part. If one has more 
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Fig. 1. 
than one coincidence point, then one should take a small closed disk around each of the 
coincidence points. We extend over each disk and the argument follows in the same way. 
So it remains to show that we can extend (f;, gQ) over cr U II;-’ without creating 
new coincidence points. Let SpP3 be the sphere centered in x of radius E, inside of (Y, 
and C(S~-3) the sphere centered in 2 of radius E, inside of A+‘. This is just the cone 
of SFP3. Fix a small number 6 > 0 and let D;-’ be the disk of radius 6. For each 
integer j > 0 the map (fj , gj) : S&ii’ + N x N - A, where (fj, gj) are the restrictions 
of (f;, gk), can be extended to C(S$j3) c II;-‘. In order to have better control of 
these extensions, we will assume that f(D;-‘) and g(D;-‘) are inside of a local chart 
h : U + IR” of N. So composing f, g with h we have maps in IP, and we consider the 
function d(f, g) = h(f) - h(g) : I?-’ 4 EP. Let us assume that the extension (Tj, 93) 
takes the vertices of C(S&3) into a pair (yj,g(z)) such that the distance of h(yj) to 
h(g(z)) is less or equal to l/j. 
So for each j we have a map Fj which is defined as follows: 
F&t) = 
{ 
(Ur)> 93)) t = 09 
(&(x),?&(x)) z E So;-J”, i = j,j + 1, 
44l) t= 1, 
where X is a path defined in the interval [S/(j + l), S/j] such that 
6 
XT ( > 3+1 = (Yj+d4)7 x 0 4 = (Yj,d4). 
This map Fj can be extended to the interior of the annulus by a dimension argument. 
We can assume that the points (y, z) in the image of the extended map Fj have distance 
less than l/j. If not, apply the function d to the pair of maps given by Fj and compose 
with the retraction of IP onto the closed ball of radius l/j. Now by a routine argument 
the family of functions Fj define a continuous function on D;l-’ which has only x as a 
coincidence point. This proves the result. 0 
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Now suppose that K is a homogeneous n-dimensional complex. We define over the 
set of n-simplexes of K the following equivalence relation: ni N n! if there is a 
sequence of n-simplexes AZ, . . . ) A: such that Al = At, A! = A: and A: n A;+,, 
is an (n - 1)-simplex. This is an equivalence relation. If cl, . . , ct are the equivalence 
classes, let K, be the smallest subcomplex which contains c,. So we get a decomposition 
of K as union of subcomplexes which are in .7=x. I believe this decomposition does not 
depend on the particular triangulation. 
Now we relate the obstruction On(f, g) with the other obstructions which arises from 
the maps obtained by restricting (f, g) to the above subcomplexes. 
Lemma 2.8. Let f, g : K + N be two maps and L a subcomplex of K with in- 
clusion L Lk, K. Then i*On(f, g) = On(f o i, g o i), where i* is the induced map 
H’L(K,Z[r]) 4 H”(L,@r]) d h an w ere H”(L, Z[n]) is the cohomology with the local 
coe#kients induced by i. 
Proof. It is a straightforward argument using the definition of 0”. 0 
Now take i: K(n) c K as in Proposition 2.5. 
Proposition 2.9. i* : H”(K, Z[r]) + Hn(K(n), Z[x]) is an isomorphism. So On(f, g) = 
0 ifandonly ifOn(f oi,goi) =O. 
Proof. At the cochain level we have the diagram: 
CT’-’ (K, if+]) -----+Cn(K,~[n]) -0 
cn-‘(xjn):z[7r) ---+Cn(K(&$) -0 
Since the second vertical arrow is an isomorphism and the first vertical arrow is 
surjective, the result follows from routine diagram chasing. 0 
Finally, let K E 34 and KI, , Kr be the decomposition of K defined before 
Lemma 2.8. 
Proposition 2.10. The family qf inclusions ij : KJ 4 K induces an isomorphism 
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Proof. Let us consider the diagram 
P-1 (K, @r]) 6n-’ 
j=l J=l 
Since an (n - 1)-simplex can border on only n-simplexes of one K,, we have that 
the first vertical map is an isomorphism. Since the second vertical map is also an iso- 
morphism, the result follows. 0 
3. The homogeneous n-dimensional, n-dimensionally-connected complex 
Now we will explore a little of the geometry of these complexes in order to study 
coin(f, g). We will derive some results concerning the complex K itself. For a particular 
pair of maps (f, g), one gets further geometric properties, which depends on K and 
(f, g). These properties will help the study of ~(f, g). 
Definition 3.1. An n-dimensional complex is called minimal if i* : H”(K, Z) + 
Hn(K’, Z) is not injective for K’ C K a proper subcomplex. 
From now on let K be a homogeneous, n-dimensional, n-dimensionally-connected 
complex. Let us consider H”(K, Z) ” Z @ . . . ~ @ s@T, where T is the torsion subgroup. , 
Theorem 3.2. We can find a family K1, . . . , K, of subcomplexes of K such that Ki is 
minimal, Hn(Kj, 2%) z Z $ Tj, where Tj is some torsion group, and 
j=l “/=I 
induces an isomorphism after factoring both sides by the torsion subgroup. 
This is the main goal of this section. Before we start the proof, let us give some 
definitions. Let a,, : C,(K) + C,_l (K) be the boundary operator and c, = C &Q a 
chain, 
Definition 3.3. An element X1 A, + . . + A,&. is called primitive if X1, . . . , A, are 
relatively prime. 
Definition 3.4. Let en = Xr A,, + . . . + A,& be a cycle where Xi # 0 for all i. We say 
that cn is a reduced cycle if it is primitive and no other linear combination of a proper 
subset of {Ai,, . . . , A,,} can be a cycle. 
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Denote by K( c,) the carrier of c,, . i.e., the smallest subcomplex which contains all 
simplexes which appear in c,,. 
Proposition 3.5. [f cT1 is LI reduced cycle, then KI = K(c,,) is a minimal model, 
H”(K, Z) = Z @ T and i” : HTL(K. Z) + H” (K, Z) is sujective after ,factoring both 
sides by the torsion. 
Proof. Pick a cycle ci E C,,(Kt). Then &(c’,) is also an n-cycle of K. If ctL = 
Cy=, “,jai, 3 th en, by the definition of reduced cycle, it follows that all Q? # 0. Take 
the chain al c,?, - At&. This is a cycle where the coefficient of &, is zero. Therefore, 
all the remaining coefficients must be zero and QIC, - X,c:, = 0. Since c, is primitive, 
it follows that CL is a multiple of c,~. This shows that H,(K, . Z) x 2% and therefore 
H” (K, , Z) M Z @ T. Now the claim about i’ : H7’(K,Z) 4 H”(Kl:Z) follows from 
the Universal Coefficient Theorem. That KI is minimal is clear. q 
Remark 3.6. We cannot guarantee in general that we can find Kl such that H7’ (Kl , Z) = 
Z. For example, take K1 to be a two-dimensional cell complex such that KY is a single 
point, A, , -’ = S’ and KF = Kl is obtained by attaching two 2-cells where the gluing 
functions are of degree 6 and 9, respectively. Then H2(KI. Z) Y Z $ 253 and it is not 
difficult to see that if K C Kl ia a proper subcomplex, then H2(K. Z) is only torsion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let us order the n-simplexes of K, A;, . . . A; and the (n- l)- 
simplexes of K, A:-‘, . . . At-‘. The group H, (K, Z) is the solution of the system: 
which is a system of q equations and p unknowns. In order to get a Z-basis for the 
solution of the system, we transform the system to row-echelon form over Z. Then you 
get r free variables ~1. . . . :r,.. Now for each 1 < i < T we get a solution of the system, 
which is given by ~j = 0, J’ # i and zi = 1. If this solution is not over Z but over Q, 
then just multiply the solution by an integer such that this new solution is in Z and is 
a primitive element. Each solution si provides one cycle which is certainly in reduced 
form. Now, for each solution si, let K, be the carrier of the cycle which corresponds to 
the solution. By Proposition 3.5, this family of subcomplexes K, achieves the result. 0 
Remark 3.7. When these minimal subcomplexes Ki are disjoint, very likely we will 
have a situation where the Nielsen coincidence number N(f. 9) is too weak to estimate 
/~(,f. 9). The number r of subcomplexes plays an important rule. 
Remark 3.8. The torsion part can be quite complicated. The example in the remark 
above also shows that there is no subcomplex which carries only the torsion information. 
In fact, the only possible two subcomplexes without free part have cohomology Z;6 
and &, respectively. Nevertheless, 1 shall point out that for the purpose of detecting a 
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nonvanishing obstruction this is enough. Finally we can construct a complex such that 
H’(K, Z) = & @ Z2 but no proper subcomplex realizes one of the two summands. 
Nevertheless, we can prove the following: 
Theorem 3.9. We can find K1, . . . , Kt such that 
~i;:H”(K,Z) --+ &F(K$J) 
j=l j=l 
is injective, where Kj E .Fz. 
Proof. Take KI , . . . , K, as in Theorem 3.2. Then the kernel of the map @l=, i5 has 
only torsion. Suppose this kernel is not trivial. Pick one element which has highest 
torsion. Let nt be the torsion. So there is a chain c, such that &, = nr z+r_ Let us 
assume that cn has the following property: the boundary of an element, which is a linear 
combination of a proper subset of the set of n-simplexes which appear in c,, cannot be 
a multiple of z,_ r. Such c, exist. K(cn) is a subcomplex and the new map @,‘zi i5 
now has smaller kernel. After a finite number of steps we obtain the result. •I 
To finish this section let me show that the subcomplexes K’i are suitable for the purpose 
of studying coincidence, at least if N is orientable. 
Proposition 3.10. IfH”(K,Z) # 0 then IP(K,Z[TT]) # 0, iflv is orientable. 
Proof. We we going to show that fP(K, A[,.]) # 0 for any [o] f R, the set of Rei- 
demeister classes of (f, g). For simplicity let me denote this coefficient by A. The 
action of ~1 (K) on A is such that T;(A) C A and A/T;(A) is isomorphic to Z. By 
the long exact sequence in cohomology induced by the short exact sequence of coeffi- 
cients r:(A) -+ A + Z we have a surjection P(X,A) --+ H”(K,Z). By hypothesis 
H”(K, 23) # 0 and consequently Hn(X, il) # 0. 0 
Remark. H”(K,Z) = 0 does not imply fP(K, Z[TT]) = 0. 
4. Some examples 
Example 1. Take n disjoint copies of the sphere S” and connect them by strips of 
dimension m - 1 as shown in Fig. 2. 
Take a map f from the above complex into the m-sphere such that f restricted to 
any one of the spheres above is homotopic to the identity. Let the second map g be the 
constant map. Then certainly R( f, g) contains only one element and X(f, g) = 1. But 
it is quite simple to see that ;~(f, g) = 72. 
Example 2. As in Example 1, take n disjoint copies of the sphere S” and connect them 
by points, instead of strips of dimension m - 1, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. 
Take .f and g as in Example 1. Then certainly ‘R( f, g) contains only one element and 
N(f:g) = 1. But it is not hard to see that ,l,(f,g) = [tl + 1]/2, where [ ] means the 
greatest integer less than or equal to the number inside of the bracket. 
Example 3. Consider the bouquet of n, spheres S”. Take f and g as above. This space 
has the same homotopy type as the spaces given in Examples 1 and 2, R(f. g) contains 
only one element and N(f, g) = 1. It is easy to see that ~(f, g) = 1. 
Example 4. Let Ki! i = 1,2, be the two 2-cell complexes obtained from S’ by attaching 
a 2-cell by the maps cpi : S’ + S’, i = 1,2, of degrees 2 and 3, respectively. (K, is just 
the two-dimensional projective space.) Take 
K, u S’ x [O, l] u K2 
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where we identify the one skeleton S’ c KI with S’ x 0 and S’ c K2 with S’ x 1. 
One can show that K is simply connected and has the homology of the sphere S2. So 
K has the homotopy type of the 2-sphere. If we consider f, g : K + S2 where g is the 
constant map and f has degree d (which we may assume greater than zero), we have: 
(a) If d is relatively prime with 6, then ,@, g) 3 2, because the maps restricted to Ki, 
i = 1,2, must have at least one coincidence point. (We believe that p(f, g) = 2.) 
(b) If d is relatively prime with 2, then there exists at least one coincidence point in 
K1 and of course p( f, g) > 1. The cases where d is relatively prime to 3 are 
similar. 
(c) Finally, if 6 divides d, then we believe that p(f, g) = 1 and the coincidence point 
can be located anywhere in K. 
This example shows that even for a complex which has the homotopy type of a 
compact manifold, the situation can be quite different from the case where the domain 
is a compact manifold. 
Comments. Example 1 was known by R. Brooks, in [I], where the reader will also find 
some material related with this work. I would like to thank Dr. Peter Wong for pointing 
out this reference. The examples above show how relevant the geometry of the complex 
K is, in order to define a suitable Nielsen type number to play the role of a good lower 
bound for ~(f, g). It also becomes clear that one should look for a Van Kampen type 
theorem. We hope to explore these ideas in future work. 
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